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We compute matrix units for Brauer’s centralizer algebras and Hecke algebras of 
type A. This can be used to construct a complete system of matrix units of the 
centralizers of tensor products of classical Lie groups (except S0(2n)) and their 
quantum deformations. The calculation is done by induction inspired by path 
models for special operator algebras. It is similar to the calculation of Young’s 
orthogonal matrix units for the symmetric group as given by Rutherford. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
Classically, the finite dimensional irreducible representations of the Lie 
group G = G/(n) were determined by decomposing tensor products of the 
standard representation into irreducibles, see Weyl [WY]. This decomposi- 
tion was determined by looking at the algebra of centralizers of p@.‘(G), the 
fth tensor product representation on V@‘= V@ V@ ... @ V (ftimes), 
dim V= il. In the case of G = GZ(n), this algebra is a quotient of the group 
algebra of the symmetric group, CS,. Using Young symmetrizers to 
decompose Cs, it became possible to decompose the Gl(n) module P’Of 
into irreducibles. 
Weyl and Brauer attempted a similar approach in the cases of the 
orthogonal, O(n), and symplectic groups, Sp(2n). In [Br], Brauer deter- 
mined algebras, here denoted by D.f, f~ N which map surjectively onto the 
centralizers of tensor products of these groups. Mainly because of 
difficulties arising from the fact that these algebras are not semisimple in 
general, this approach proved to be complicated and other methods were 
used to find the irreducible components in the orthogonal and symplectic 
cases. 
In this paper we use recent results about the semisimplicity of D, (see 
[W2]) to compute a complete set of matrix units for D, if it is semisimple. 
If the Brauer algebras are not semisimple, our formulas can be easily 
modified to compute matrix units for the semisimple quotient which 
appears as centralizer. Hence one obtains, at least in principle, a complete 
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decomposition of tensor products of the standard representations of the full 
orthogonal and symplectic groups into their irreducibles. 
We compute, by similar methods, also matrix units of Hecke algebras 
and of a q version of the Brauer algebras. It can be shown that the 
centralizers of tensor powers of the standard representation of quantum 
groups of types A, B, and C are quotients of those algebras, at least if the 
deformation parameter q is not a root of unity. So similarly as in the classi- 
cal case, our matrix units can be used to describe the decomposition of 
V’@’ V a finite dimensional vector space, into irreducible modules of a 
quantum group. 
Our method is inspired by diagrams, usually referred to as Bratteli 
diagrams, which describe the inclusions A I c A, c . . . c A., of finite dimen- 
sional semisimple algebras. The ascending paths in these diagrams yield a 
natural index set for our matrix units which is very suitable for inductive 
definitions. In fact it is possible to abstractly define matrix units for any 
sequence of algebras whose Bratteli diagram is given by a graded partially 
ordered set (see also [St]). For the Hecke algebras Hf(q) of type A the 
corresponding poset is Young’s lattice. Here we obtain a set of matrix units 
which specialize to Young’s orthogonal matrix units for the symmetric 
groups at q = 1. We provide inductive formulas which express these matrix 
units in terms of the standard generators of the Hecke algebras. This can 
then be used to compute matrix units of the q deformation of the Brauer 
algebras. 
Our paper is organized as follows. In the first section, we determine 
explicit formulas for extending given matrix units for a pair of semisimple 
finite dimensional algebras A c B to a canonical extension of B which is 
called the Jones “basic construction.” In the second part, we compute 
matrix units for the Hecke algebras and the Brauer algebras and their q 
versions. Some of the results of this paper will also appear in [R] along 
with background and details. 
1. GENERAL PART 
Let us first fix some notation. In the following k will be a field of charac- 
teristic 0 and the algebra of all n x n matrices over k will be denoted by 
M,(k) or just by M,. For convenience we will use the term semisimple 
algebra for the special case when an algebra is a finite direct sum of full 
matrix rings. So if A and B are semisimple k algebras, we can write them 
as A = @ A, and B= @ B, with A, z MJk) and B,E M,,(k) for 
appropriate natural numbers a, and b,. 
Fix for each fl an index set I, with b, elements uch that I, n Zpc = 0 if 
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p f/l’. Then a set (e,, i, j E ZB) of nonzero elements in B, is said to be a 
set of matrix units of B, if 
eriekl= 6ikeil7 
where d,k is the Kronecker delta. 
Let Z(B) = U ZB. Then one obtains similarly a set of matrix units 
(eii, i, jEZ(B)) for B, with the additional convention e, = 0 if i and j do 
not belong to the same ZB. We will usually denote a system of matrix units 
for B just by (e,-) or, to distinguish it from systems for other algebras, 
by (e:). 
Similarly, one can define an index set Z(A) and matrix units (et.) for a 
subalgebra A c B. The following theorem states that it is possible to 
“reline” a system of matrix units for A to a system for B. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (e;4) be a set of matrix units for A c B. 
(a) Then there exists a system of matrix units (e&) for B and a matrix 
G = (gap), labeled by the simple components of A and B such that every 
matrix unit ei. can be expressed as a sum of matrix units in (ef). Moreover, 
ife,,EA., exactly gaB of these summands are in B,. 
(b) There exists a map i- i’ from Z(B) onto Z(A) such that 
e,A,= C ef. 
j’ = r 
This equation also implies 
and 
e;“,efj = S,,,et and efez = Si.,e: 
eze,!,. = e fjl= e$e,f. 
Proof: The theorem has been proved for k = C in [Bt, Proposition 1.71. 
It can be generalized to arbitrary k. Details also appear in [R]. 
The matrix G = ( gzp) is called the inclusion matrix for A c B. The inclu- 
sion of A in B is conveniently described by an inclusion diagram. This is 
a graph with vertices arranged in 2 lines. In one line, the vertices are in l-l 
correspondence with the minimal direct summands A, of A, in the other 
one with the summands B, of B. Then a vertex corresponding to A, is 
joined with a vertex corresponding to B, by gas edges. If A and B have the 
same identity, one can compute the ha’s by 
(1.1) 
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If one has a sequence k = A, c A, c A 2 c . . . of finite dimensional semi- 
simple algebras, the graph generated by the inclusion diagrams Af_, c 
A,, f E N, where the vertices corresponding to the simple components of A, 
are arranged on the fth line of the graph, is called a Bratteli diagram. 
EXAMPLES. (1) The standard example for this set-up is the inclusion 
kS,- , c kS, of the group algebras of the symmetric groups SYm , c S,. Here 
one can choose as index sets, Z(kSfP ,) and Z(kS,.), all standard tableaux 
with f - 1 and f boxes, respectively. Taking the orthogonal matrix units, 
one sees that the map i H i’ is given by taking away the box containing f 
(see Section 2 for details). 
(2) Our first example can be generalized in the following way: Let S 
be a graded partially ordered set (i.e., it contains a unique smallest element 
@ and for any s E S each maximal chain from @ to s has the same length, 
denoted by deg(s)). Then S defines a Bratteli diagram for a sequence of 
algebras A, cAzc ... in the following way (see [St]). The simple com- 
ponents of A, are labeled by the elements of S of degree f: For a given s E S 
one defines the index set Z,s to be all maximal chains from 0 to s. For a 
chain c E 1, one defines c’ to be the chain obtained from c by removing its 
last element s. 
If, for each s E S of degree A z, is the corresponding central idempotent 
of A,- and if c, de I,, one can define matrix units inductively by eD,,, = 1 
and 
The matrix units which we are going to compute in this paper are all of 
this type. The difficulty consists of finding formulas for them with respect 
to algebraic generators of the algebras without knowing formulas for the 
central idempotents. 
An important role will be played by traces, i.e., functionals tr: B -+ k such 
that tr(ab) = tr(ba) for all a, b E B. As there is up to scalar multiples only 
one trace on M,(k), any trace tr on B = @ B, is completely determined by 
a vector t = (tg), where tp = tr(Pp) and pg is a minimal idempotent of B,. 
The vector t is usually called the weight vector of tr. Recall that tr is non- 
degenerate if there exists for any b E B, b # 0, a b’ E B such that tr(bb’) # 0. 
In our setting this is equivalent to t, # 0 for all fi E Z(B). Obviously, 
the matrix units form a linear basis for B. Moreover, if tr is nondegenerate 
with weight vector t and if b = z b,e, with biiE k one can recover the 
coefficients by the formula 
tr(be,) = tsb,;, if i,jEZB. (1.2) 
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Given a trace, tr, nondegenerate on both A and B, the conditional expec- 
tation E A: B-P A with respect to tr is defined by setting sA(b) to be the 
unique element of A such that 
tr(sA(h) a) = tr(ba) for all UE A, (1.3) 
for each b E B. Ed is well-defined and unique. 
Let B be represented via left multiplication on itself, where we write B, 
for the representation space B to distinguish it from the algebra B (with 
elements b,). One obtains from E,~ an idempotent e: B, + B, defined by 
eb, = Es(b)<. e can be thought of as an orthogonal projection onto A with 
respect o the bilinear form (b,, ce) H tr(bc). The algebra (B, e) generated 
by B, acting via left multiplication on B,, and by the idempotent e is called 
the Jones “basic” (or fundamental) construction for A c B. One has the 
following results (see [Jo, W2]). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A, B, e, tr, and Ed be as above. Then 
(a) The algebra (B, e) is isomorphic to the centralizer End, B of A 
acting by left multiplication on B. In particular, it is semisimple. 
(b) There is a l-l correspondence between the simple components of A 
and End, B such that if p E A, is a minimal idempotent, pe is a minimal 
idempotent of (B, e >,. Under this correspondence, the inclusion matrix for 
B c (B, e > is the transposed G’ of the inclusion matrix for A c B. 
(c) ebe=EA(b)e jbr all b# B. 
(d) Elements of the form b I eb,, b, , b, E B spun ( B, e > linearly. 
The following lemma computes the conditional expectations of matrix 
units of B. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let ef E B, be an element of a system of matrix units 
obtained as a refinement from a system (et.). Then 
.I 
fmeA 
s, 1’1’ if both i ’ and]” are in I, ; 
E,(ef) = 
0, if i’ andj’ belong to distinct I,‘s; 
where s = (s,) and t = (t8) denote the trace vectors on A and B, respectively. 
Proof Let a E A. Then there exist scalars a,,s E k, r, s E I(A) such that 
a=C a,ez. Using the identities in Theorem 1.1(b) and (1.2) one obtains 
tr(e;a) = tr(e$e;elf,a) = tr(e;(e,4i,ae;,,)). (*I 
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If i’ and j’ belong to distinct Z,‘s, e.Fi. and e;i, belong to different simple 
components. Hence eyj,ae9,. =O, and therefore, using (1.3) and (*), 
s,(et) = 0, which shows the second case of the claim. If i’ and j’ belong to 
the same I,, it follows from Theorem 1.1 that 
tr(eta) = tr(e$r,,;.e,!,.) = u,,~, tr(ez) = u,.~,Z~. 
On the other hand, we have by (1.2) and Theorem 1.1(b) that 
tr( ( la/s,) eci. a) = ( tl,/s,) s,uizi, = ujSi, tg. 
It follows from the last 2 equations 
tr(efu) =: tr(e;,.u) for all UEA. 
a 
Hence s,(eG) = (ta/s,) e$iS by (1.2). 
In the following we will assume that all the entries gzB of G are either 0 
or 1. The following results in this section can also be shown in the general 
case with essentially the same proof, but messier notation (more precisely, 
one would have several copies of the same index set I, in the union below 
which would require an additional index). If G is as above it follows from 
Theorem 1.2 that the index set Z” for (B, e), can be identified with the 
union of all those I, for which gXB # 0, i.e., 
I” = u I,]. 
0: &T,fJ f- 0
THEOREM 1.4. Let i, jE I” with i E I, and j E I,, and let (ez) be a system 
of matrix units for B which is obtained us a refinement from a system of 
matrix units for A us in Theorem 1.1. Fix ie Z,j and je I,, such that 
I’ =j’ E Z,. Define 
Then e; is independent of the choices of i and j and (et., i, jE I”) forms a set 
of matrix units for (B, e),. We thus obtain a complete set of matrix units 
.for (B, eA) which is a refinement of (e;). 
Proof Let i, j, k, 1 E I” and choose indices i, j, k, i in Za satisfying the 
conditions for the definition of et and I$,. One has that 
e;ei, = yeiee,Te,B,ee;, 
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where y E k, y # 0. By definition of matrix units, the right hand side of this 
product is equal to 0 ifj# k. In the second case we can assume that we have 
/?, B’, and p” such that iEI,, j= kEZpc, and 1~ ID,,. In this case one has 
Recall that by Theorem 1.2 one has ebe = eA(b) e for all b E B. So if j = k it 
follows from the last 2 equations and Lemma 1.3 that 
To show that these matrix units are nonzero, we use the representation of 
(B, e) on B,. It follows 
To show that ez. does not depend on the choice of i and j, choose different 
i and/or j in the definition of ei.. Denote these by R and i in order to 
distinguish them from the originals, i and j. Recall that e commutes with 
all elements of A and that k’ = I’. Then Theorem 1.1(b) gives that 
eEee.z= ezeg,,, ee,; = ezee&e; = et?,ee;l,.e; =e;Bee fi. 
It follows immediately from the definition of the matrix units that the 
relations of Theorem 1.1 (b) also hold for B c (B, e) with corresponding 
sets of matrix units (eU) and (et.) (with i, Jo U Z’). 
2. MATRIX UNITS FOR BRAUER AND HECKE ALGEBRAS 
Let us first fix some notation. We write a partition 2 as a set of 
nonnegative integers 1= [Ai, &, . . . . A,], ;1,3 I, 3 .. 2 II, 2 0. The empty 
partition is denoted by 0. As usual, we identify a partition with the shape 
given by putting R, boxes in the first row, 1, boxes in the second, and so 
on. Given a partition 2, lj and 2; will denote the length of the ith row and 
the length of the jth column, respectively. By convention, we set Iz,=O if 
i>r.TheweightofAis Inl=J,+%,+ . ..+A.. Wesaythat;1iscontained 
in the partition p if A, $ p; for all i, and write 2 s ,u. 2 c /J denotes that 
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&< pj for some i. A standard tableau of shape 1 is a filling of 1” by the 
numbers 1, 2, . . . . f such that the numbers are strictly increasing down the 
rows and the columns. Note that there exists a l-l correspondence between 
standard tableaux of shape I and increasing sequences of partitions 
@ = A0 c [l] = 2’ c 1’ c . . . c Af = J. such that 2’ is the shape consisting of 
the boxes of t which contain the first i numbers. 
We will need the following generalization of standard tableaux. Let 2 be 
a partition with Ii) >,f: An up-down tableau of shape 2 and length f is a 
sequence of partitions Q5 = I,‘, A’, . . . . A’- ‘, A’= 1” such that 3-l differs from 
1’ ~’ by exactly one block, for which we will also use the notation 
(,!‘d~‘- 1 /= 1. There exist up-down tableaux of length f for all shapes R with 
f, f - 2, f - 4, . . . boxes. Observe that if 3, has ,f boxes, every up-down 
tableau is necessarily a standard tableau. Let TA and T$: denote the set of 
all standard tableaux of shape I and the set of all up-down tableaux of 
shape 1” and length f, respectively. Using the interpretation of tableaux as a 
sequence of partitions, one defines a map t ++ t’, where t’ is the tableau 
corresponding to the sequence for t without the last partition. It follows 
almost immediately from the definitions that this map defines the bijections 
T, +-+ u TP (2.1) p c i., lpl = (21 .~ 1
and 
T{” u !J 
T’- 1, (2.2 1 
lp4j.l = I 
It is well known that CS,, the group algebra of the symmetric group S,, 
is isomorphic to @ 1 M,,.(C) where the simple components can be indexed 
by partitions i with I%( =f and n, is exactly the number of standard 
tableaux of shape 2. This implies that matrix units, o&,, of CS, can be 
indexed by allowing 1” to range over partitions with /A\ = f and m, p to 
range over standard tableaux of shape A. 
In the following we define orthogonal matrix units for the Hecke 
algebras of type A, which for q = 1 gives us the orthogonal matrix units for 
the group algebras of the symmetric groups. Hf(q) is the complex algebra 
presented by generators g, , . . . . g,_ I and relations 
(Bl) g;g;+,gi=gi+,gigi+l,ldi~f-2 
(B2) g;gj=g/gir Ii-j1 >2 
(H) gf=(q- 1) gi+q, 1 <i<f - 1. 
When g = 1, the presentation above is a standard presentation of the sym- 
metric group algebra CS,.. When q is neither 0 nor a root of unity, it is 
known that fZf(q) is isomorphic to CS,, and the isomorphisms can be 
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chosen to respect the imbeddings of H,,(q) in Hf+ ,(q) and CS, in CS,, , ; 
see, for example, [WI]. Thus for such q, the irreducible representations of 
fff(q) are labeled by the set LIP of partitions of size f, and the Bratteli 
diagram describing the inclusion of the sequence of Hecke algebras is the 
same as the one for the sequence of group algebras CS, 
Our definitions of idempotents is based on a set of representations 7Cj,, 
AEA,, of the Hecke algebra Hf(q) which yields for q = 1 Young’s 
orthogonal representations of the symmetric group (see [Wl]). For this we 
also need to mention the following quantities, which figure in the definition 
of the representations ~j.. For I E T,, define 
d(t, i)=c(i+ l)-c(i)--(i+ l)+r(i), 
where c(n) and r(n) denote column and row of the box containing the 
number n, and for do Z \{O} let 
b,(q) = qdu -4) l-qd . 
Then one can define a representation x1 on a vector space Vj, with 
orthonormal basis (u,, t E T, } by 
n,t( Si) 0, = bdut + 
J(1 -qd+‘)(l-qdy 
l-qd 
V n,(r), (2.3) 
where d= d(t, i) and g;(t) is the tableau obtained from t by interchanging 
the numbers i and i+ 1. This representation follows from the ones defined 
in [Wl] by setting 7c,(gi)= (q+ 1) nn(ei)- id,, where ei is the eigen- 
projection corresponding to the characteristic value q of gi. It is shown in 
[Wl] that this defines an irreducible semisimple representation of H,(q) 
which reduces to Young’s orthogonal representation when q = 1. Moreover, 
the representation zcf) = @ Aen, rrl. is a faithful representation of H/(q). 
It follows from the definitions (see also (2.1)) that the map U,HU,, 
defines an isomorphism; i.e., we have 
vj. Z @ V P. (2.4) 
p c L, Ip( = Ii.1 ~ 1 
It follows now immediately from the definition of 71j, in (2.3) that (2.4) 
describes the decomposition of Vi. into simple Hf-, modules. In particular, 
we have under the identification in (2.4) 
n>.(a) = 0 n,(a) for acHfp,(q). (2.5) 
p c 2, IpI = Ii.1 - 1 
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Using (2.2)-(2.5) one can define a family of idempotents (0,: t E Tf} in 
Hf(q) inductively as follows. First, ocl, = 1. Fix t E Tf+ i and let Y be the 
tableau obtained by removing from t the box containing the number f + 1. 
Then define 
ot=n 
0, gpr -b,., f)Or 
., b,,. I) - b,.L f) ’ 
where the product is over all s E T,, , such that s # t but removing from s 
the box containing the number f + 1 also yields the tableau r. The family 
(0,: t E 7”) is a partition of unity consisting of minimal idempotents in 
H,(q) such that rc;.(o,) is the orthogonal projection onto u, for each t E T,. 
We generalize these results to obtain matrix units omP, labeled by 
standard tableaux m and p in the following way: Let oPP = op. If m and p 
are in T/. such that also m’ and p’ are of the-same shape, we define 
0 mp = O,rp’ op. (2.6) 
Otherwise, choose r?r and p in T, such that tin = @” and fi’ (resp. b’) 
belongs to the same shape as m’ (resp. p’). Observe that one obtains such 
tableaux by taking any tableau fi (resp. p) of shape ,4 such that f is in the 
same box as in m (resp. p) and f - 1 is in the same box that f is in p 
(resp. m). 
Then we define 
1 -qd 
0 mp = jil-qd+,~(l_qd-l)orn,,,RIOli.P,OPr (2.7) 
where d = d(fi, f ). The following proposition shows that the elements o,,,~ 
are the q analogous of Young’s orthogonal matrix units. A different set of 
minimal idempotents for the Hecke algebras, which are the q analogues of 
the Young symmetrizers were found by A. Gyoja [Gy]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The elements o,,, as defined in (2.6) and (2.7) form a 
complete set of matrix units for the Hecke algebra H,., ,(q) ifq is not a root 
of unity. Moreover, if m, p, r are tableaux of the same shape, one also has 
0 mP Pr 0 fl .=omr, 
o,g, o,, = o,,. 
Proof. The proof goes by induction on J As 7~~’ + ‘) is faithful, it suffices 
to show that rc(/+ i)(o,) v, = Bp,v,. If m’ and p’ have the same shape, this 
follows from (2.5) and the properties of the 0,‘s. In the second case, the 
claim follows similarly from (2.5) and (2.3). This proves that the o,~‘s are 
matrix units. The second statement is checked similarly. 
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FIGURE 1 
We now describe the Brauer algebras, D,/(x), f= 0, 1, 2, . . . . Let C[x] be 
the ring of polynomials in x over the complex numbers. We denote its 
quotient field by C(x). A diagram d on f vertices is a collection of 2f dots 
connected by f edges such that any dot belongs to only one edge. As an 
example, Fig. 1 is a diagram on 5 vertices. The product of two diagrams d, 
and d2 on f vertices is determined by putting the diagram of d, above the 
diagram of d, and connecting the lower dots of d, to the upper dots of d,. 
Let s be the number of cycles in that picture. The product d, d2 is given by 
xS times the resulting diagram without cycles. Figure 2 should make this 
clear. The C(x) linear span of all diagrams on f vertices with the linear 
extension of the multiplication of diagrams forms the Brauer algebra D,(x). 
It has dimension (2f-1)(2f-3)...3.1. 
There is a natural imbedding of D, _ ,(x) into D,(x) given by extending 
a diagram on f- 1 vertices to a diagram on f vertices by adding a pair of 
dots connected by a vertical edge on the end. There is also a natural 
embedding of C(x) S,-, the group algebra of the symmetric group on f 
letters into D.Jx), given by associating a permutation 7~ ES, to the diagram 
onfvertices which has the ith dot of the lower row connected to the rr(i)th 
dot in the upper row for each i. We denote the diagram 
1 2 i i+1 f-l f 
FIGURE 2 
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by gi and the diagram 
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1 i 
. . . . . . . I ! 
1 2 i i+l ,f- 1 f 
by e,. Observe that the elements g, satisfy the relations of simple reflections 
of the symmetric group, which are the same as the defining relations of the 
Hecke algebra for q = 1. So using the same symbols for generators of the 
Hecke algebras and Brauer algebras should not create too much confusion. 
The elements g,, g,, . . . . g, ~ I and e,, e,, . . . . e/-, generate D,. We will write 
2, for (l/x) ei. Notice that e.f _ r and g/_, commute with every element of 
D,-, and that I?, is idempotent for each i. Denote the identity element of 
D,(x) by 1. Let Z,- be the ideal of D, consisting of the span of all diagrams 
that have at least one horizontal edge. We need the following results from 
[WZ]: 
THEOREM 2.2. (a) There exists a nondegenerate trace tr on D,, defined 
inductively hy tr(1) = 1 and tr(ag$) = tr(ae/b) = (l/x) tr(ab) for all 
a, b E D,-. This definition determines tr completely. 
(b) ++I is isomorphic to the basic construction for D,- , c D, with the 
conditional expectation derived from the trace defined in (a). The 
isomorphism is given by the map b,e,b, E+ b,eb,, where e is the projection 
coming from the basic construction. 
In order to apply Theorem 1.4 for computing matrix units for I,, r, we 
need to know the weight vector of tr. Its components can be expressed by 
polynomials P, labeled by partitions A which were derived from Weyl’s 
dimension formulas for orthogonal and symplectic groups by El Samra and 
King (see [EK] ). To define them, let h( i, j) = Aj + Ai - i-j + 1 be the 
length of the hook through the box (i, j) E I”, i.e., the box in the ith row and 
jth column of I. and let 
l(i, j) = 
i 
Ai+%-i-j+ 1 if i < j, 
-A-;I;+i+j- 1 if i> j. 
Then the polynomials P, are given by 
‘itx) = n x - 1 + I( i, j) 
(!.J)Ei. h(i,A ’ 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
and the weight vector for D, is given by (Pj./xf)j,E,-~. 
4x1 145’2-9 
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We now define elements emP ED,, labeled by up-down tableaux m and p 
of length f and same shape II. Let @ and [ 11 also denote the unique 
tableau of shape @ and of shape [ 11, respectively. Then we define 
eO,O =eCIIIII = 1. (2.10) 
If m, p are up-down tableaux of length f > 1 and of shape 1 with 111 <f 
such that m’ and p’ are of shape ,u and j?, respectively, we define 
where s and t are up-down tableaux of shape p and ,ii, respectively, such 
that s’= t’ is of shape A. Observe that this is always possible as we have 
assumed A to be of weight less thanf: 
Let zf = C, epp, where the summation goes over all up-down tableaux of 
lengthfand shape A with 111 <J: If m and p are standard tableaux of length 
f, one defines 
e mp=(l -zf)%p3 (2.12) 
where o,,,~ is defined as in (2.6) and (2.7) with q= 1 and with gi the corre- 
sponding generator of the Brauer algebra. It follows from the remark above 
that the o,,,~‘s form a set of matrix units of the subalgebra of D, which is 
generated by the g;s (which is isomorphic to C(x)Sf). 
THEOREM 2.3. The elements emp defined above for each pair m and p of 
up-down tableaux of length f and the same shape form a complete set of 
matrix units for D.? In particular, the element zf is the central idempotent of 
the ideal r, 
Proof The proof goes by induction on f with f = 0 and f = 1 being 
trivially true. By induction assumption we have that: 
(1) Our system of matrix units for Df is a refinement of the one for 
D,-,. 
(2) The simple components D,, of Dy can be indexed by partitions 
p off, f - 2, f - 4, . . . boxes, since there exist up-down tableaux of length f 
for these shapes. Similarly, the simple components of D,- l,i, of D,- 1 can 
be indexed by partitions i off - 1, f - 3, f - 5, . . . . 
(3) The sets T”, can be used for labeling a system of matrix units 
of D,,. 
Using (l), we can apply Theorem 1.4 to define matrix units for the basic 
construction for D,- I c D,. By Theorem 2.2(b) this will give a system of 
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matrix units for If+ r. Part (2) above gives that the simple components of 
I /+, can be indexed by partitions off - 1, f - 3, . . . . By (3) and the iden- 
tity (2 2) we see that Tf+ ’ . 3 
of matrix units for I,-+ 111 
is exactly the set we need for labeling the system 
(the Ath simple component of the basic construc- 
tion) that are defined by Theorem 1.4. Using this labeling we see that the 
elements emp defined in (2.11) for up-down tableaux m and p of shape 
i., 111 <f are exactly the system of matrix units given by Theorem 1.4. It 
follows that z/+ I is the central idempotent corresponding to Z, + r . 
Given the natural imbedding of the symmetric group Sf+, into D,, I we 
see that D,+l~If.+,@C(~)Sf+, as vector spaces. We also have a natural 
isomorphism (i.e., respecting multiplication) between the group of 
diagrams that do not have horizontal edges and permutations on 
f + 1 symbols, giving that D, + r/Z/+ 1 g C(x) S,. In particular since 
(1 -zf+I ) n # 0 for any permutation 7c in S,, I a dimension argument gives 
that 
Equation (2.12) gives a set of matrix units of (1 - zr+ r) C(x) S,, r. This 
combined with the fact that Tf+ ’ = Tj, for all partitions 1 such that 
\A1 = f + 1 shows that we have a complete set of matrix units of D,~+ r.
That these matrix units satisfy the formulas in Theorem 1.1(b) follows 
from Theorem 1.4 and Proposition 2.1. 
COROLLARY [W2]. D,c @> M,,, where nj. is the number of up-down 
tableaux of shape i and i runs over rf, the union of all shapes with 
J f - 2, f - 4, . . . boxes. 
The importance of the Brauer algebra lies in the fact that for n E Z the 
complex algebra D,.(n) maps surjectively onto the centralizer of the fth 
tensor power of the standard representation of the orthogonal group O(n) 
for n > 0 and of the symplectic group Sp( - n) for n < - 1 and n even. 
To describe this connection, let V be an n dimensional vector space and 
let (&)I s i,iGn be a set of matrix units for End I/. Then one defines the 
matrices G, E E End( V@ V) by 
G(v@w)=w@v 
E=x E,@E,. 
i, 1 
We embed these matrices into the linear maps on the f-fold tensor power 
VW.’ as G, and Ej for i = 1, 2, . . . . f - 1, where Ei acts as matrix E on the ith 
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and (i + 1 )st factor of I’@” and as identity on the other ones. It was shown 
by Brauer that the map @: D,(n) -+ End V”-f, which maps g, to Gj and Y, 
to Ei for i= 1, 2, . . . . .f‘- 1 induces a homomorphism from D,(n) onto 
B,(O(n)), the centralizer of thefth tensor power of the standard represen- 
tation of O(n). A similar statement also holds for the centralizer of Sp( -n) 
(see [Br] or [W2] for details). 
To describe the structure of the image of that homomorphism, we need 
the following definitions. We say that a shape /1 is n permissible for n~2 
if the first 2 columns of 1 contain at most n boxes for n > 0 and if the first 
row contains at most -n/2 boxes for n < 0 and n even. Moreover let B,(n) 
be the centralizer of O(n) for n > 0 and let it be the centralizer for Sp( -0) 
for n < 0 and n even. 
Call an up-down tableau n-permissible if it contains only n-permissible 
diagrams. If m, p are n-permissible up-down tableaux of lengthy> 1 and of 
shape 2 with 11) <J‘such that m’ and p’ are of shape ,u and ji, respectively, 
we define 
(2.13) 
where s and t are up-down tableaux of shape ,u and 9, respectively, such 
that s’ = t’ is of shape 1. Let zr(n) = C, eJn), where the summation goes 
over all n-permissible up-down tableaux of length f and shape 3, with 
(21 <J: If m and p are n-permissible up-down tableaux of length f, one 
defines 
e,,(n) = (1 -z,(n)) amp, (2.14) 
where amp is defined as in (2.7) with q= 1 and with G, in place of gi. 
THEOREM 2.4. (a) There exists a nondegenerate trace on B,(n) and 
If+ ,(n) is isomorphic to the basic construction for Bfp ,(n) c B,.(n) with the 
conditional expectation derived from this trace. Then 
where the CS,, 1, j, are the simple components of CS,, I given 6-y the shapes 
A where A is n-permissible. 
(b) The elements emp given by (2.10)-(2.12) where m and p are 
up-down tableaux which only contain n-permissible partitions, are well 
defined and form a complete set of matrix units for Bf(n). 
Proof: Part (a) follows from [W-2, Theorem 3.43. For part (b), [W-2, 
Corollary 3.51 gives that the n-permissible shapes are exactly the shapes 1. 
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such that PA(n) # 0. Thus the e, given by (2.13) are well defined. Then one 
applies exactly the same proof as for Theorem 2.3. 
For the sake of completeness, we also mention that the same method 
works for constructing matrix units for the q version C1-(r, q) of Brauer’s 
centralizer algebra (see [W3]). C.((r, q) is given by generators 
g,, g,, . . . . g,- 1. We use the same symbols for the generators here as we 
obtain the Brauer algebra as a special case of Cf(r, q) (see below). We 
assume that the generators are invertible and satisfy the following relations 
(Bl) glg;+Igt=g,+lgigi+l, 
WI g,g,=g,g, if li-A22, 
(RI) (g,-r~‘)(gi+q~‘)(g;-q)=O, 
WI e, g,E’,e, = r”ei, where e; is defined by the equation 
CD) (q-q-‘)(l-e,)=g,-ggi’. 
It can be shown that for r = q”- ’ one obtains in the limiting case q + 1 
the Brauer algebra D{(n). It is shown in [W3] that C&Y, q) has the same 
decomposition into full matrix rings as D, except possibly if q is a root of 
unity or if r = q” for some n E Z. In particular, in this case there exists a 
nondegenerate trace on C, ~ ,(r, q) such that Cf(r, q) is isomorphic to a 
direct sum of Jones’ basic construction for C, p2(r, q) c C, l(r, q) and the 
Hecke algebra H,.(q*). 
For computing the weight vector of Cr.(r, q), the rational functions 
Pj are replaced by their q-versions Q,(r, q). Using the notation 
[n],=q”-qp” and [y+n],=rq”-r-‘q~ “, they are defined by 
Qi.(r, 4)= n b++j.Jl,+ C&Al, n [IY + 4c Al, 
( 7. /) t i. CW, Al, (,. ,)Ei.,i#, [hi, j)lf/ 
Having this information at hand, one defines matrix units emp(r, q) for 
Cf(r, q) similarly as for D, in the following way: 
(a) Define elements o,,,(q2), using exactly the same formulas as in 
(2.6) and (2.7) for the o,,, except that now the g,‘s are the generators of 
C,(r, q) and q is replaced by q*. It should be noted that these elements are 
only matrix elements in the quotient modulo the ideal generated by the e,‘s. 
(b) Assume the matrix units are known for C,_ ,(r, q). Then the 
matrix units for up-down tableaux m and p of length f, belonging to a 
shape 2 with less than f boxes is given by 
e~p(rT 9) = & ed,(r, 4) et ~I e,Jr, q), 
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where s, t, p, and ,ii are as in (2.11). If m and p belong to a shape with f 
boxes, we define 
e,(rt 4) = (1 -z,(r, 4)) %pm (2.16) 
where zJr, q) =CP e,,(r, q) with the summation going over all up-down 
tableaux p of length f belonging to shapes with less than f boxes. We have 
now 
COROLLARY 2.5. The elements e,(r, q), defined in (2.15) and (2.16), 
form a complete set of matrix units for C,(r, q). 
ProoJ The proof that the elements em,, form a set of matrix units is 
exactly the same as the one in Theorem 2.3. 
Similarly as quotients of the algebra of the symmetric groups and of the 
Brauer algebras appear as centralizers of classical Lie groups, their q ver- 
sions appear as centralizers of tensor powers of the standard representation 
of quantum groups, which are q versions of the universal enveloping 
algebras of the corresponding Lie algebras (see [D, Jil , 21). The 
homomorphisms are given in the following way. 
For type A let V be an n-dimensional vector space and let (E,) be a set 
of matrix units for End P’. Let R E End( V@ V) be the special solution of 
the quantum Yang-Baxter equation by 
R=CqEiiOEii+ 1 (q-l)Ezi@E,, 
I i<i 
+q"*(E~OEjj+EjiOEr/)~ 
Similarly as before for the Brauer algebras, one defines the elements 
RieEnd V@‘; which act as matrix R on the ith and (i+ 1)st copy of V@’ 
and as identity on the other copies. Then the homomorphism, mentioned 
before, is given by giti Ri, where gj is a generator of kr, 
For our second example, let V be an n + 1 dimensional vector space with 
n + 1 odd. It will be convenient to label a basis (vi, i E I} of V by the set 
I= {-n + 1, -n + 3, . . . . - 1, 0, 1, 3, . . . . n - 1). 
Let R(x) be Jimbo’s solution of the QYBE for type B$ (see [Jill). 
Following Turaev [T] one extracts from this the matrix R = (kt)-’ R(O) 
which has the form 
R= C (qEi,IOEi,,+q~‘Ei,-iOE-i,i) 
I#0 
+EO,OOEO,O+ C Ei,,OEj,i 
i#i.-i 
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Defining the matrices Rj E End V@/ as before, one obtains a 
homomorphism by g, N R,, where now the gls are the generators of 
Cf(Lf> 4). 
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